Early morphological changes in Crohn's disease. Transmission electron-microscopic findings and their interpretation: an overview.
Recent ultrastructural investigations revealed early epithelial lesions in Crohn's disease, while a specific morphological pattern was not identifiable. An increase in plasma cells, lymphocytes, macrophages, mast cells, eosinophilic and neutrophilic granulocytes, as well as focal edema and inflammation of tissue structures was seen in the lamina propria, submucosa and deeper layers. The results are consistent with the frequent discussion about a pathogenetically significant defect of the mucosal 'barrier function', which consists of mechanical, cellular, humoral, immunological and nonimmunological mechanisms, including different histotopographically defined lines of defense of the epithelium and lamina propria. An intact epithelial layer plays an important role as the first line of defense. It is evident that components of the epithelial barrier (absorptive cells, goblet cells, Paneth cells, M cells) show ultrastructural signs of alteration or injury, while the primary agent or event remains unknown. Another pathomechanism would be a preexisting defect in intestinal 'barrier function'. Such a defect would result in an increased uptake of, or an inadequate immune reaction to, ubiquitously occurring antigens/agents (with genetic predisposition). However, no primary defect of epithelial or inflammatory cells has been definitely identified so far. Direct toxic damage of tissue secondarily introducing the inflammatory changes is also possible. Although the morphological alterations in Crohn's disease are not yet clearly understood and exactly interpreted, transmission electron microscopy has been helpful in defining early lesions and has led to further knowledge about the pathogenesis of this disease.